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Abstract
This paper provides a quantitative analysis of the eects of legal schools of
thought on appellate jurisprudence and criminal sentencing decisions. We construct measures of the inuence of a major school of conservative legal thought
 Law and Economics  using the linguistic features of judicial opinions and attendance at a law-and-economics training program. We examine the impact of
law-and-economics on decision-making in the appellate decisions of U.S. Circuit
Court Judges and the criminal-sentencing decisions of U.S. District Court Judges.
Random assignment of cases allows us to control for other court-level and caselevel factors inuencing those decisions. We show that appellate-court judges
who use law-and-economics language or attend law-and-economics training are
more likely to issue and support conservative rulings (even controlling for political party). In particular, they tend to rule against regulatory agencies; in criminal
cases, they tend to reject appeals by defendants and are more likely to mention
deterrence in their opinions. Trial-court judges who attend a law-and-economics
training program are more likely to impose longer criminal sentences. This eect
is largest when judges have more discretion over sentencing.
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1 Introduction
Do schools of thought matter for policymaking? This paper considers this question in
the context of federal judges, who rule on many important cases ranging from regulation
to labor law to antitrust to criminal law.

These judges are asked to interpret and

apply the law and legal precedent given the facts of the case, often under signicant
uncertainty and discretion. This situation of subjective decision-making creates scope
for ideas and ideologies to have an inuence in judging.

In this paper, we analyze

empirically the impact of conservative schools of thought on judicial decisions in the
major federal trial and intermediate appellate courts in the United States.
Our focus is on one of the most inuential schools of thought in the judiciary:
law-and-economics. This movement, stemming from public choice and associated with
conservative ideology, has advocated for the application of economic principles to jurisprudence.

This doctrine puts a priority on economic eciency as both a positive

determinant of past jurisprudence and a normative goal of future case law.
The diering interpretations of law motivated by schools of thought such as lawand-economics are thought to have had a great inuence on the judicary, even within
broadly conservative viewpoints.

Take antitrust law, for example.

By the 1960s the

Supreme Court had read into previous statutes a variety of anti-competitive social and
political goals, such as protecting small traders from their larger and more ecient rivals
as well as curbing inequality in the distribution of income and undue inuence of large
business. The law-and-economics movement advanced the initially controversial view
that the antitrust laws should promote economic eciency and consumer welfare, rather
than shield individuals from competitive market forces or redistribute income across
groups of consumers. Today, reliance on economic analysis in the domain of antitrust
has attained nearly complete consensus (Ginsburg 2010).

Judges who attended law-

and-economics training are less likely to have their antitrust decisions appealed (Baye
and Wright 2011). In the domain of labor regulation, law-and-economics scholars wrote
extensively against New Deal labor law and union protections (Posner 1984, Epstein
1983).
In the area of criminal law, sentencing has undergone several revolutions in intellectual thought. Generally, rehabilitation and retribution are out of favor: There is a
feeling that rehabilitation is a general failure, and that retribution is immoral or otherwise not a good basis for intelligent public policy (Martinson 1974, Petersilia and
Turner 1993, Cullen and Gendreau 2001, van Winden and Ash 2012). Instead, since
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Gary Becker's Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach (1968), deterrence has
become the major school of thought in the academy and in courts. Because Becker says
severity can make up for low probability of detection, deterrence theory has provided
one level of justication for the massive build-up of prisons in the 1980s and 1990s. Deterrence has remained a centrally articulated purpose of sentencing decisions despite
for example characterizations of mass incarceration as the new Jim Crow (Alexander
2012, Gilmore 2007, Davis 1998). A number of intellectual historians have highlighted
the past links between economic reasoning and criminal punitiveness (Foucault 2008;
Harcourt 2011).
In this paper we are interested in estimating the eect of schools of legal thinking
on federal case law, independently of party.
economics in two ways.

We measure the inuence of law-and-

First we use records of attendance at a major program for

training judges in economics.

This training program has been controversial in that

large corporations were covering its expenses, giving rise to the perception that it had
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a pro-business bias.

Second, we use the textual features of opinions to measure their

similarity to law-and-economics academic writing.
After assigning judges individual school-of-thought measures, we exploit the random
assignment of judges to identify the causal eects of schools of thought on their decisions
in cases involving regulation and crimes. The judges exposed to law and economics are
predominantly Republican-appointed judges, as we show below. Nonetheless, we show
that these schools of thought are quite often more predictive than political party in
decision-making.
We report two major sets of results.

First, we look at appellate-court judges on

the Circuit Courts of Appeal. Circuit judges who use law-and-economics language or
attend law-and-economics training are more likely to issue and support conservative
rulings, even after controlling for the political party of the judge. In particular, circuit
judges who use law-and-economics language or attend law-and-economics training rule
against regulatory agencies in regulation appeals. In criminal cases, they tend to reject
criminal appeals by defendants and are more likely to mention deterrence in their
opinions. These results are consistent with a conservative impact on decision-making
of law-and-economics exposure, in the sense that the judges support deregulation and
deterrence.

1 Big Corporations Bankroll Seminars For U.S. Judges, Washington Post, 20 Jan 1980, available

at

washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1980/01/20/big-corporations-bankroll-seminars-for-us-

judges/8385bf9f-1eb7-451a-8f3d-bdabb4648452/
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Our second set of results is on District Court Judges, which are the main trial-court
judges in the federal courts. We look at the impact of schools of thought on the criminal
sentences imposed by judges.

We nd that District judges who attend a law-and-

economics training program are more likely to impose longer criminal sentences. This
eect is strongest after

United States v. Booker, a U.S. Supreme Court case that gave

district-court judges more discretion in setting sentences. These results are interesting
in light of a comment in Butler (1999) that federal judges have been swamped with
criminal cases and, thus, they do not see the relevance of economics to their courtrooms.
Apparently there may have been something in law and economics relevant to how judges
decide criminal cases, even if not being explicitly aware of or willing to publicly admit
its relevance.
These results on ideology add to an extensive literature on the importance of judicial partisanship as a determinant of legal outcomes.

The reasons underlying this

well-documented partisan dierences in judicial voting are subject to much debate 
for example, it has been argued that judges are simply following dierent legal philosophies, rather than demonstrating a bias towards particular outcomes favored by political
parties (Posner 1973; Cameron 1993; Kornhauser 1999). As discussed by many scholars
[e.g. Noel, 2014], ideology is not always identical to partisanship.

This is especially

likely in sophisticated technical domains such as federal judicial cases.

A judge can

derive from rst principles an adherence to a strict interpretation of the Constitution,
while not necessarily hewing to the preferences of a political party for a certain policy
outcome. Quantifying this distinctive role for legal philosophy or ideology is part of the
goal of this paper.
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By ideology we do not mean anything perjorative, but simply the heuristics and
principles of thinking that agents use to organize their values over new or unfamiliar
parts of the policy space (Falk and Tirole 2016). Of course, if judges were unboundedly
rational and objective interpreters of an unambiguous law, there would be little need
for a school of legal thought: Judges would simply make the decision that maximized
legal consistency.

However, it is widely understood that judges are not so formalist,

that they vary widely in their approaches to the law, and that their idiosyncrasies and
personal incentives can aect judicial outcomes (Stephenson 2009, Ash and MacLeod
2015). These factors need not be rational, either, as a large literature has documented

2 To be sure, using observational data we cannot necessarily conclude that judges are motivated
by philosophy rather than motivated by preferences over outcomes, but see experimental methods
considered by one of the co-authors in Chen and Schonger [2013].
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the role of salience in judicial decision making (Bordalo et al. 2015).

A school of

thought may help a judge pay attention to salient features, not unlike economic agents
who focus on a few product attributes when making a decision (K®szegi and Szeidl
2013).
The setting we examine is a relevant one. The U.S. Circuit Courts operate in an
incremental common-law space and continually nd new rules and distinctions in the law
(Gennaioli and Shleifer 2007). For example, the expansion of economic regulation is one
hallmark of the modern administrative state. Yet, the eect of this sort of state power
on American government and society is not well understood (Hamburger 2014). While
the Constitution acts as a restraint on policymaking in some cases (Besley and Coate
1997, Seabright 1996), federal judges are still powerful policymakers with signicant
discretion. They earn opprobrium or praise for their exercise of legal judgement.
The U.S. District Courts are also relevant to study the role of judicial philosophy,
particularly in the area of punitiveness. Judicial discretion over sentencing is considerable: As found by members of Congress who enacted the 1984 Sentencing Reform
Act: '[E]ach judge [was] left to apply his own notions of the purposes of sentencing.
.

.

.

As a result, every day federal judges mete[d] out an unjustiably wide range

of sentences to oenders with similar histories, convicted of similar crimes, committed
under similar circumstances. ' (USSC 2015). In 2005, in

United States v. Booker,

the

Supreme Court declared that the existing guideline system violated the Constitution
and made the previously mandatory guidelines as, instead, advisory. We exploit the
variation in discretion due to

Booker

and show that law and economics judges not only

pass longer sentences on average, but also dierentially increase sentence lengths once
existing guidelines are no longer mandatory.
The rise of mass incarcarceration in the United States has prompted a renewed look
at the norms of sentencing in the U.S. courts.

A signicant amount of research has

found signicant negative impacts of incarceration on both criminal recidivism as well
as negative spillovers onto the families and communities of incarcerated citizens, as well
as limited eects of deterrence (e.g.Mueller-Smith 2014 , Chaln and McCrary 2014,
and Morsy and Rothstein 2016).
Outside of jurisprudence, our paper tests theories of conservative thought, using
the large corpus of court opinions as a medium of conservative expression.

Building

3 Before Presidential elections, U.S. Courts of Appeals judges are twice as likely to dissent, vote, and
make precedent along partisan lines (Berdejo and Chen 2016, Chen 2016). Mood, gambler's fallacy,
and voice seem to aect judicial decisions (Chen 2014; Chen et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2015).
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on Edmund Burke's view that tradition is best changed slowly if at all (Burke 2015),
historians of conservative thought such as Russell Kirk have dened conservativism as
preservation of the ancient moral traditions of humanity (Kirk 2001).

In contrast

to this, Robin [2011] argues that conservative thought is unied not by adherence to
tradition, but rather as an ongoing defense of past inequalities in the face of challenges.
Law and economics focuses on eciency, and is a avor of conservatism oriented to defending current and future market meritocracies. Its key criticism of regulatory policies
is that they have perverse, unintended economic consequences.
Our paper contributes to two additional literaturesone that constructs textual measures of ideology (polarization) (see, e.g., Gentzkow et al. 2015, Jensen et al. 2012, Ash
et al. 2015). Recent advances develop economic interpretations of natural language processing as a discrete choice model, and application of LASSO techniques help identify
the partisan words used in high-dimensional data, e.g., Congressional speech. However,
thus far research has only been descriptive or diagnostic.

For example, it has been

dicult to measure the extent to which the textual patterns mean that partisan individuals draw on or drive public discourse, or the extent to which partisan speech has
causal impacts. We contribute to this literature by measuring ideology using text-based
methods, and by estimating causal eects of text-based measures using random judge
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assignment.

A second literature to which we contribute is one that examines the causes and
consequences of ideology more generally. Alesina and Fuchs-Schündeln [2007] examine
the impact of communism on redistributive preferences and the role of the state using
German separation and reunication, while Fuchs-Schündeln and Masella [2016] examine the impact of socialist education. Cantoni et al. [2014] study the impact of school
curricula on political attitudes (including attitudes towards free markets); Fisman et al.
[2009] examine the impact of teacher's ideology on students' social preferences; see also,
their and others' work on measuring utilitarian value choices (Fisman et al. 2007). We
use a textual measure of law-and-economics thinking and examine its consequences in
real-world, high-stakes disputes to build on this literature. In so doing, we examine the
inuence of novel moral theories - philosophies  on matters of economic importance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our data
sources. Section 3 describes our measures of legal schools of thought. Section 4 presents
the approach and reports estimates of the impact on appellate rulings. Section 5 pro-

4 We also contribute to a large legal scholarship that conducts textual analysis including but not
limited to the question-Do judge writing styles matter?raised by Judge Richard Posner (1995).
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Figure 1: Distribution of Cases Over Time

vides evidence on the impacts on criminal sentencing decisions. Section 6 concludes.

2 Setting and Data
There are three layers in the U.S. Federal Court system: the local level (District Court),
intermediate level (Circuit Court), and national level (Supreme Court).

Judges are

appointed by the U.S. President and conrmed by the U.S. Senate. They are responsible
for the adjudication of disputes involving common law and interpretation of federal
statutes.

Their decisions establish precedent for adjudication in future cases in the

same court and in lower courts within its geographic boundaries. The 12 U.S. Circuit
Courts (Courts of Appeals) take cases appealed from the District Courts. The Circuit
Courts have no juries. Each Circuit Court presides over 3-9 states. The vast majority
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(98%) of their decisions are nal.

Each case is randomly assigned to a panel of three

judges. The judges are drawn from a pool of 8-40 judges and the judges have life tenure.
Our key data set is the set of judicial decisions published by the United States

5 In the remaining 2% that are appealed to the Supreme Court, 30% are armed.
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Table 1: Party Membership in the Circuit Courts of Appeal
Vote Valence

Freq.

Percent

Republican

602,836

52.12

Democrat

515,418

44.56

Other

38,486

3.33

Total

1,156,740

100.00

Table 2: Distribution of High-Level Case Topics
Songer Topic

Freq.

Percent

250,281

22.34

67,350

6.01

5,268

0.47

259,845

23.20

927

0.08

54,681

4.88

7 - Regulation

332,553

29.69

9 - Miscellaneous

149,322

13.33

1,120,227

100.0

1 - Criminal Appeal
2 - Civil Rights
3 - First Amendment
4 - Due Process
5 - Privacy
6 - Labor

Total

Circuits of Appeal for the years 1891 through 2013. The cases were manually collected
from Bloomberg Law and cross-checked against other existing datasets. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of cases over the years in our sample.
First, we have the set of judges working on the three-judge panel for each case. We
have their political party, coded from the party of the appointing president (see Table
1). Of these judges, we have the authoring judge, as well as whether either of the other
judges wrote a dissenting opinion.
From the Songer Database we have a set of high-level case topics, with the tabulation
reported in Table 2. In the regressions below, we focus on the Regulation and Crime
topics. From Bloomberg we have a set of topics coded by Bloomberg sta attorneys.
The distribution over these topics is reported in Table 3.
We have a set of data from the Judicial Research Initiative at the University of
South Carolina. For a 5% sample of cases, we have another set of topics coded. Most
importantly, in this subsample, the votes and decisions of judges are coded as liberal
or conservative when possible. Table 4 reports the distribution over liberal and conservative votes in the whole sample.
Figure 2 plots the trends in conservative and liberal votes, and for pro/anti regula-
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Table 3: Distribution of Detailed Case Topics

Topic
Criminal Law
Civil Procedure
Administrative Law
Tax & Accounting
Bankruptcy Law
Constitutional Law
Habeas Corpus
Contracts
Appellate Procedure
Damages & Remedies
Civil Rights
Labor Law
Torts
Admiralty & Maritime
Patent Law
Insurance Law
Immig. & Nat.
Evidence
Antitrust & Trade
Alt. Dispute Resolution
Employment Law
Employee Benets
Banking & Finance
Social Security
Government
Corporate Law
Prisoners' Rights
Government Employees
Real Property
Securities Law
Comm. & Media
Transportation Law
Workers' Comp.
Mortgages & Liens
Debtor Creditor
Environmental Law
Wills, Trusts & Estates
Military Law
Copyright Law
Trademark Law
Government Contracts
Education Law
Class Actions
Energy Law
Prof. Responsibility

Freq.
246012
194391
51900
46404
40773
34575
33429
32700
32097
26349
25389
25119
22356
22086
21588
21363
16314
15864
14571
13509
12327
11520
9111
8622
8184
6447
6045
5571
5238
4989
4932
4470
4470
4359
3858
3672
3378
3258
3039
2871
2793
2670
2601
2475
2424

Percent
22.27
17.6
4.7
4.2
3.69
3.13
3.03
2.96
2.91
2.39
2.3
2.27
2.02
2
1.95
1.93
1.48
1.44
1.32
1.22
1.12
1.04
0.82
0.78
0.74
0.58
0.55
0.5
0.47
0.45
0.45
0.4
0.4
0.39
0.35
0.33
0.31
0.29
0.28
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.22
0.22

Topic
Conict of Laws
Products Liability
Eminent Domain
Agency
Family Law
Health Law
Agricultural Law
Consumer Law
Construction Law
Alcohol & Beverage
Negotiable Instruments
Landlord & Tenant
Elections & Politics
Uniform Commercial Code
International Trade Law
Partnerships
Native Peoples
Medical Malpractice
Natural Resources
Privacy & Information Law
Land Use Plan. & Zoning
International Law
Motor Veh. & Trac Law
Franchise Law
Personal Property
Mergers & Acquisitions
Legal Malpractice
Religious & Non-Prot Orgs
Intellectual Prop. Treaties
Postal Service Law
Gambling & Lotteries Law
Judicial Ethics & Conduct
Art Law
Homeland Security
Technology Law
Hazardous Material Law
Trade Secrets
Professional Corporations
Real Estate Invest. Trusts
Entertainment Law
Sports Law
Executive Compensation
Poverty Law
Lobbying Law
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Freq.
2229
2175
2160
2142
1989
1956
1845
1752
1749
1689
1617
1614
1557
1521
1449
1221
1215
963
954
924
669
618
567
513
450
411
294
279
261
240
228
225
147
102
90
84
84
81
81
78
60
27
24
6

Percent
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0
0
0

Figure 2: Trends in Ideology of Circuit Court Judge Votes
(a) Increasing Conservative Vote Share (Hand-Coded)

(b) Increasing Deregulatory Decision Rates
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Table 4: Distribution of Liberal and Conservative Votes and Decisions
Vote Valence
Liberal
Neutral/Other

Freq.

Percent

17,529

33.74

8,355

16.08

Conservative

26,076

50.18

Total

51,960

100.00

tion votes, for the sample of years. The numbers in Sub-Figure A do not add up to 1
because some cases could not be coded as liberal or conservative by the coders. While
there may be measurement error in this data (motivating our use of more data-driven
measures of ideology), there is a clear secular trend toward conservative decisions in
the past century. Sub-Figure B looks at the probability of voting in favor of a government agency in regulatory cases. There is a clear downward trend since the mid-1960s,
suggestive of greater deregulatory sentiment among Circuit Judges. One goal of this
research is to understand better the origins of this development.
The nal set of data that we use is the set of judge biographical characteristics
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from the Appeals Court Attribute Data,

7
collection.

Federal Judicial Center, and previous data

These data help control for other shifters of ideology.

We constructed

dummy indicators for whether the judge was female, non-white, black, jewish, catholic,
protestant, evangelical, mainline, non-religiously aliated, whether the judge obtained
a BA from within the state, attended a public university for college, had a graduate
law degree (LLM or SJD), had any prior government experience, was a former magistrate judge, former bankruptcy judge, former law professor, former deputy or assistant
district/county/city attorney, former Assistant U.S. Attorney, former U.S. Attorney,
former Attorney-General, former Solicitor-General, former state high court judge, former state lower court judge, formerly in the state house, formerly in state senate,
formerly in the U.S. House of Representatives, formerly a U.S. Senator, formerly in
private practice, former mayor, former local/municipal court judge, formerly worked in
the Solicitor-General's oce, former governor, former District/County/City Attorney,
former Congressional counsel, formerly in city council, born in the 1910s, 1920s, 1930s,
1940s, or 1950s, whether government (Congress and president) was unied or divided
at the time of appointment, and whether judge and appointing president were of the

6 http://www.cas.sc.edu/poli/juri/attributes.html
7 Missing data was lled in by searching transcripts of Congressional conrmation hearings and other
ocial or news publications on Lexis (Chen and Yeh 2014).
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same or dierent political parties.

3 Measuring the Inuence of Law and Economics
This section explores a collection of intuitive statistical measures of the inuence of
schools of thought available in our data.

3.1

The Manne Program

The Manne Law and Economics Program for Judges was conceived and instituted
by Henry Manne, the founder of the Law and Economics Center, the rst academic
research center devoted to law and economics.

8

The program begin in 1976 with

lectures by eminent economists including Milton Friedman, Paul Samuelson, Armen
Alchian, and Harold Demsetz.

The program was two-weeks long and covered con-

sumer/producer/price theory, bargaining, externalities, expected value/utility, property
rights, torts, contracts, monopoly, regulation, and statistics (including basic regression).
The main reading material was the textbook

Law and Economics

by Robert Cooter

and Thomas Ulen. There were specialized follow-up courses on statistics and antitrust.
By 1990, approximately forty percent of sitting federal judges had completed at
least the two-week Economics Institute.

Detail on the history (and controversy) of

the program are presented in Butler [1999], which also provides the list of judges who
attended the program from its inception until 1999. The author writes .. [academic
attention to the role of economics in law] could actually be the most lasting contribution
of the judges' program to the development of law and economics. and:
As I always told the judges in my session-closing remarks, `If you are
doing your job right, there really should not be many dierent results in
your cases. But you will have a better understanding of the law because of
the insights economics oers, and that will help you be better judges. ' (p.
321)
Included in the article are a number of quotes from judges who enthused about the
program, which we include in the appendix. The quotes testify to how much the judges
enjoyed the program, and also how demanding were the lessons. The judges learned

8 Butler [1999] is the best source on this program.
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Figure 3: Highest and Lowest-Scoring Words and Phrases on Law-Econ Metric

Most similar to Law-Econ Corpus

Least similar to Law-Econ Corpus

to think about their rulings through cost-benet analysis rather than through more
traditional legal reasoning.

3.2

Law and Economics Language

An alternative school or source of conservative jurisprudence is economic analysis. As
epitomized by Judge Richard Posner among others, law and economics has had a large
impact on the law, and its reputation is that of favoring deregulation and pro-business
policy more generally.
We measure the inuence of economics in judicial decisions using natural language
techniques. The method proceeds as follows. We take the set of all articles published
in economics journals from JSTOR for the years 1991 through 2008, with Journal of
Economic Literature topic code K (Law and Economics). We then construct frequency
distributions over words and over two-word phrases. As normalization steps, we remove
punctuation, capitalization, functional stopwords, numbers, and word endings.
lter out rare words and phrases to get a vocabulary of

We

P = 197, 231 tokens (words and

bigrams).
We score each token by its relatedness to law-and-economics. First, the full corpus
of economics articles is represented as a single document. The frequency distribution
over the vocabulary of

P

tokens is computed by summing over all documents, with the

corresponding relative (proportional) frequency computed by dividing by the summed
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Figure 4: Trends in Law-and-Economics Rhetoric

frequency over all tokens (in the included vocabulary). Figure 3 shows the tokens that
score highest and lowest on this metric. The law-econ words are quite intuitive., They
include deterrent eect, bargaining power, willingness to accept, public goods, costs
and benets, litigation costs, public goods, and other economics-related terms.

g , we have the relative frequency in law and economics articles,
Eg . Let E represent the vector of phrase-wise econ scores, E = {E1, E2 , ...EP }. For each
circuit court case i, we have the set of proportional frequencies Fi = {Fi1 , Fi2 , ..., FiP },
PP
where
i=1 Fi1 = 1. Therefore, the case-level econ score measure,
Now, for each token

Ei = Fi · E
is the weighted average econ scores of the constituent phrases of a case.
Figure 4 shows the trend in economics language over the set of cases in our sample.
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Table 5: Republican Appointees and Schools of Legal Thought
(1)

(2)

(3)

Republican
Economics Style

0.0367*

0.0563**

(0.0146)

(0.0191)

Manne Judge

0.140**

0.191**

(0.0382)

(0.0602)

N

923866

410309

380085

adj. R-sq

0.137

0.082

0.099

As observed before with the other conservatism metrics, we observe an increase in
economics language over time.
In our regressions we are interested in the eect of judge ideology on judicial decisions. Therefore we construct judge-specic scores for the law-and-economics metric.
In the preferred specication we use a leave-one-out judge treatment variable constructed as follows.
judge

j.

variable

For a given case

Then, for a given case

Zijt

i

i,

at year

let

t

Jij

where judge

J
X
k∈Jij

zk

j

other

cases authored by

is on the panel, the treatment

is given by

Zijt =
where

be the set of

zk
|Jij |

is the law-econ measure of the other authored cases

k,

which has been de-

j
meaned by the circuit-year average of that year, and |Ji | is the number of other decisions
authored by the judge.

3.3

Summary Correlations

In Figure 5 we present graphs of the relationship between Manne attendance and economics style.

In Panel A we show the eects for circuit court judges conditional on

circuit-year xed eects and political party. This is at the case level using judge averages, where we weight by judge-year and cluster by judge. In Panel B we show the
eects for district court judges conditional on district xed eects, decade xed eects,
and political party.

Note the latter analysis is run at the district judge level.

Both

graphs show that Manne judges tend to use more economics language, consistent with
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Figure 5: Manne Law-and-Economics Attendance and Economics Style
(a) Circuit Court Judges

(1)

(2)

Economics Style
Manne Judge

0.0688***

0.0421*

(0.0245)

(0.0228)

Republican

0.134***
(0.0205)

N

127915

127915

adj. R-sq

0.644

0.648

33

(b) District Court Judges

32

Mean of dep. var.

28

29

EconomicsStyle
30
31

Manne Judge

-.5

0

.5
ManneJudge

1

District Fixed Effects
Decade of Appointment FE
Republican
Observations
R-squared

(1)
EconomicsStyle
29.96
1.089*
(0.613)
Y
Y
Y
1172
0.272

Notes . Robust standard errors clustered at the judge level in parentheses (* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05;
*** p < 0.01).
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learning economics concepts at the training program.

4 Eect of Law-and-Economics on Circuit Court Rulings
This section reports the results of our empirical analysis of the impact of legal schools
of thought on the appellate rulings issued by U.S. Circuit Courts. We focus on rulings
against federal agencies in regulatory cases and rejection of criminal appeals.

4.1

Estimating Equations

The empirical strategy is based on random assignment of judges in the United States
Circuit Courts of Appeal. The random assignment is helpful because it ensures that
judges with dierent types of ideological characteristics are not choosing to sit on cases
that would systematically tend toward dierent outcomes. This randomness has been
used in a growing set of economics papers (Kling 2006, Maestas, Mullen, and Strand
2013, Belloni, Chen, Chernozhukov, and Hansen 2012, Dahl, Kostøl, and Mogstad 2014,
Mueller-Smith 2014, Ash and Chen 2017).
Let

Yijct

be an index for the conservativism of a judicial vote, hand-coded in the

Yijt = 1 means the vote is conservative, Yijct = −1
= 0 means the vote could not be coded as liberal or

5% sample in the Songer Database.
means the vote is liberal, and

Yijct

conservative.
The estimating equation is

k
Yijct = αijct + γk Zijct
+ Xj0 β + ijct .

The coecient

γk

gives the causal eect of interest, the impact on conservative voting of

randomly getting a more conservative judge along metric
to panels. The term
The term

αijct

ijct

k

due to random assignment

is an error term.

includes xed eects. In the baseline regression this is a full set of

circuit-year interacted xed eects. This is used to isolate variation in the treatment
variable

Z

due to random assignment of judges across panels in the court docket.

The matrix

Xj

includes other judge-level covariates that may be correlated with the

ideology measure, most importantly the political party of judge

j.

In robustness tables

we use the full range of judge biographical characteristics described in Section 2. In the
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Figure 6: Manne Attendance and Appellate Rulings Against Federal Government

preferred specication we select optimal controls using Lasso following the method in
Belloni et al. [2011].
The treatment is essentially the judge, and the treatment does not vary much at
all within judge. Therefore we cluster standard errors by judge. Clustering standard
errors by circuit or circuit-year increases the statistical signicance of the results.

4.2

Impact of Law-and-Economics

We look at conservative decisions in a data-driven way that does not require handcoding  whether the judges rule against the federal government when the federal government is a party to the case (with a person or company as the other party). We look
at regulation and crime cases. If the judge rules against a regulatory agency, that can
be seen as conservative in the sense that it is favoring a deregulatory policy. On the
other hand, if the judge rules against the government in a criminal case, that can be understood as a conservative decision, because it is rejecting a criminal appeal (upholding
the harsher sentence).
Table 6 reports these results.

For these government cases, both economics style

and the Manne Program have a conservative impact. Judges who use more law-andeconomics language, and Manne judges, are more likely to vote against the government

9

in regulation cases.

They are also more likely to reject criminal appeals.

Figure

9 A 1980 article in the Washington Post reported the controversy that large corporations were covering
the expenses of the Manne Program: Big Corporations Bankroll Seminars For U.S. Judges, Washing-

ton Post, 20 Jan 1980, available at washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1980/01/20/big-corporations-
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Table 6: Eects of Law-and-Economics on Ruling For Federal Government

Eect on Ruling in Favor of Federal Government Party
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Regulation Cases

Republican

0.0118

0.00752

0.0333

(0.0105)

(0.00750)

(0.0208)

Economics Style

-0.00554*

-0.00533*

(0.00245)

(0.00243)

Manne Judge

-0.0364+

-0.0425*

(0.0208)

(0.0212)

N

58249

53977

53977

12320

12320

adj. R-sq

0.126

0.100

0.100

0.173

0.173

Criminal Law Cases

Republican

-0.0171**

-0.00963**

-0.0164**

(0.00466)

(0.00333)

(0.00630)

Economics Style

0.00250+

0.00222+

(0.00132)

(0.00132)

Manne Judge

N
adj. R-sq

Notes .

Circuit-Year FE's

0.0199*

0.0220**

(0.00774)

(0.00781)

210132

194070

194070

97824

97824

0.226

0.239

0.239

0.043

0.043

X

X

X

X

X

Eect of law-and-economics on voting for government party. Republican is a dummy variable for whether the
judge is Repblican. The other treatment variables are the law-econ measures described in Section 3. Columns 1 through
3 include 1941-2002; Columns 4-5 include 1991-2002. All regressions include circuit-year xed eects. Standard errors
clustered by judge. Observations are weighted to treat judge-years equally. +p < .1, ∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < .01.
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Table 7: Eects of Law-and-Economics on Citing Deterrence Theory

Eect on Using the Word Deterrence in Criminal Cases
(1)

Republican

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.00113

-0.000484

-0.00103

(0.00720)

(0.00717)

(0.00990)

Economics Style

-0.00506

-0.00504

(0.00368)

(0.00367)

Manne Judge

0.0366*

0.0370*

(0.0179)

(0.0173)

N

62333

62333

62333

31630

31630

adj. R-sq

0.021

0.021

0.021

0.023

0.023

X

X

X

X

X

Circuit-Year FE's

Notes . Eect of law-and-economics on the probablity of using the word deterrence, subsetted on criminal-law cases.
Republican is a dummy variable for whether the judge is Republican. The other treatment variables are the law-econ

measures described in Section 3. Columns 1 through 3 include 1941-2002; Columns 4-5 include 1991-2002. All regressions
include circuit-year xed eects. Standard errors clustered by judge. Observations are weighted to treat judge-years
equally. +p < .1, ∗p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ p < .01.

6 provides visual evidence for these eects.

These results are consistent with more

conservative decision-making by judges exposed to law-and-economics ideology. These
judges support deregulation and harsh criminal enforcement.
One mechanism by which law-and-economics would result in more aggressive crime
enforcement is that the rational-choice Becker Model of crime says that one can reduce crime by increasing the expected costs of crime. Appellate cannot change detection probabilities, but they can make conviction more probable, and they can endorse
long sentences imposed by trial courts. Deterrence theory would therefore justify progovernment decisions in criminal cases (as these are all federal criminal cases, which
exclude almost by denition most cases where the government is the defendant).

In

Table 7 we report results on how often appellate judges use the word deterrence in
criminal cases. We nd that there is no eect of economics language. But there is a
positive and signicant eect of the Manne Program. This is evidence that the Manne
judges are putting the Becker Model into practice.

More evidence on this point is

reported below in the case of criminal sentencing decisions by district court judges.
bankroll-seminars-for-us-judges/8385bf9f-1eb7-451a-8f3d-bdabb4648452/
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5 Eect of Law and Economics on District Court Criminal Sentences
Since Gary Becker's Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach (1968), deterrence has become inuential in the academy and in courts (Figure 7 presents a word
frequency count of deterrence, rehabilitate, and retribution in state court judicial
opinions). The theory of optimal deterrence laid out by Becker suggests that severity
of punishment can make up for certainty (of sanction).

Because raising certainty is

socially costly, while severity of punishment is relatively cheap, this theory also provided one level of justication for the massive build-up of prisons in the 1980s and
1990s . To quote Becker (pg 17): an increased probability of conviction obviously absorbs public and private resources in the form of more policemen, judges, juries, and so
forth. Consequently, a compensated reduction in this probability obviously reduces
expenditures on combating crime, and, since the expected punishment is unchanged,
there is no obvious osetting increase in either the amount of damages or the cost
of punishments. The result can easily be continuous political pressure to keep police
and other expenditures relatively low and to compensate by meting out strong punishments to those convicted. While Becker's theory favored cash nes over punishments,
when agents are unable to compensate victims in cash, additional punishments may be
required (pg 31).
Since then, with a boomlet for community policing in the 1990s, deterrence has
remained central. Generally, rehabilitation and retribution are out of favor (Martinson
1974, Petersilia and Turner 1993, Cullen and Gendreau 2001), and deterrence is viewed
as the dominant purpose of criminal justice.

The main change in recent years has

been to move toward a more nuanced view of how deterrence operates parallel to the
behavioral economics revolution, e.g. swiftness, certainty, and fairness making a much
bigger impact in deterring criminal behavior than severity (cf. Kleiman [2009], Nagin
[1998], and van Winden and Ash [2012]).
In this section, we study the Manne Law and Economics Program for Judges, which
did not include material from behavioral economics.

10

We have the list of attendees

before 1999 from Butler [1999]. We merge the list of attendees with their sentencing
decisions in federal district courts.
We obtain data on criminal sentencing by federal district judges from Transactional

10 The syllabi listed in Butler [1999] did not have material on behavioral economics.
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Figure 7: Word Frequency in State Court Opinions

Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC). Extensive description of these data is available
elsewhere (Yang 2014).

The data are complete for 2004 through 2011.

For earlier

years, we have only a selection of sentences, and very few before 1998. In total, there
are approximately 900,000 cases.
The data contain information on prison sentences, probation sentences, nes, and
the death penalty.

We do not consider the death penalty, as it is exceedingly rare

in federal cases (71 cases).

Probation sentences and monetary nes are much more

11

frequent but still apply in only about 10% of the cases each.

We thus ignore them as

well, and focus exclusively on prison sentences.
We begin by some simple comparisons. Figure 8 plots the cumulative distribution
function and bin-scatter diagrams for log sentence length as a function of Manne attendance and use of law-and-economics language.

First, observe that total sentence

length in days is roughly log-normal conditional on a non-zero sentence length. Second,
Manne judges and economics-style judges sentence more severely.
To be sure, these simple visualizations omit two important caveats.

First, the

11 Even then, monetary nes are mostly very small relative to prison sentences. The median non-zero
monetary ne is $2,000, and the 90th percentile is $15,000.
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Figure 8: Manne Attendance, Economics Language, and Sentencing Decisions
1

Cumulative Density
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Log Total Sentence Length in Days
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5.7

log_total_sent_in_days
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5.8

log_total_sent_in_days
5.6
5.7
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10

-.5

0

.5

1

10

ManneJudge

Notes . Log of 1+ sentence length in days.
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eyeball test treats each case as independent. In reality, however, observations from the
same courthouse and even more so from the same judge are subject to many of the
same inuences from unobserved factors. Second, the argument that Manne judges are
randomly assigned to cases becomes tenuous over long time periods and over regions.
Let

Yijct

be sentence length. The estimating equation is

k
0
Yijct = αijct + γk Zijct
+ Xjc
β + ijct .

γk

The coecient

gives the causal eect of interest, the impact on sentencing decisions

of randomly getting a Manne Law and Economics judge due to random assignment.
The term

ijct

The term

is an error term.

αijct

includes xed eects.

In the baseline regression this is a full set

of courthouse-year interacted xed eects and calendar xed eects (day-of-week and
month-of-year).

This is used to isolate variation in the treatment variable

Z

due to

random assignment of judges across cases in the courthouse. We condition on courthouse rather than district court because some district courts randomly assign judges
within courthouse (Chen and Yeh 2014), and condition on courthouse interacted with
year to ensure comparison within randomization blocks.

12

We cluster standard errors

by district since the treatment doesn't vary within judge and to address unobserved
inuences aecting the composition of cases within a district.

There are 94 district

courts.
The results of Table 8 indicate that sentences are 7-8% longer on average (roughly
4 months) for Manne Judges. To benchmark this eect size, on average, blacks receive
almost 10% longer sentences than comparable white defendants arrested for the same
crimes (Rehavi and Starr 2014). In Columns 1 and 3, we see no signicant eects on
the extensive or intensive margin individually. Columns 4 to 6 control for an extensive
set of available biographical characteristics. The results are similar and the intensive
margin becomes signicant at the 10% level.
Interestingly, the Manne Judges impact appear solely with the post-Booker (January 2005) period (see Appendix A for quotations by judges on their potential use of
law and economics when they have more judicial discretion).

United States v. Booker

loosened the formerly mandatory U.S. Sentencing Guidelines. We see in Table 9 that

12 Month-of-sentence always refers to a specic month (e.g., December 1993), not a calendar month
(e.g., December).

When interacting wit h Booker, we employ courthouse xed eects rather than

courthouse by year xed eects so as to not absorb the post-Booker interaction with Manne judges.
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Mean of dep. var.
0.0755*
(0.0411)
Y
Y
N
930448
0.063

0.0592
(0.0398)
Y
Y
N
819881
0.117

0.00338
(0.00322)
Y
Y
Y
858668
0.057

All
Any Sentence
0.88

(4)

0.0777*
(0.0425)
Y
Y
Y
858668
0.064

-0.00433
(0.00692)
0.0400***
(0.00600)
0.0117*
(0.00631)
Y
Y
930448
0.035

All
Any Sentence
0.88

(1)

-0.0336
(0.0594)
0.0861
(0.0854)
0.198**
(0.0829)
Y
Y
930448
0.037

-0.00527
(0.0462)
-0.202***
(0.0636)
0.131*
(0.0731)
Y
Y
819881
0.085

(2)
(3)
All Years
All
Sentence > 0
Log of Total Sentence in Days
5.75

0.00218
(0.00611)
0.00406
(0.00258)
0.00800
(0.00504)
Y
Y
141618
0.044

All
Any Sentence
0.89

(4)

0.00536
(0.0483)
-0.0314
(0.0436)
0.129**
(0.0559)
Y
Y
141618
0.050

-0.0154
(0.0326)
-0.0662
(0.0451)
0.0865*
(0.0504)
Y
Y
125673
0.087

(5)
(6)
2004-2005 only
All
Sentence > 0
Log of Total Sentence in Days
5.89

0.0647*
(0.0365)
Y
Y
Y
755604
0.119

(5)
(6)
All Years
All
Sentence > 0
Log of Total Sentence in Days
5.75

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered at the district level in parentheses (* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01).

Manne Judge *
Booker (≥2005)
Courthouse FE
Calendar FE
Observations
R-squared

Booker (≥2005)

Manne Judge

Mean of dep. var.

Sample

0.00366
(0.00406)
Y
Y
N
930448
0.055

All
Any Sentence
0.88

(2)
(3)
All Years
All
Sentence > 0
Log of Total Sentence in Days
5.75

Table 9: The Manne Law and Economics Judges Impact on Sentencing Decisions Post-Booker

Courthouse x Year Fixed Effects
Calendar Fixed Effects
Judge Characteristics
Observations
R-squared

Manne Judge

Sample

(1)

Table 8: The Manne Law and Economics Judges Impact on Sentencing Decisions

after Booker, Manne judges assigned sentence lengths 20% longer than their non-Manne
counterparts (roughly 10 months) (Column 2), assign any sentence 1% more often (Column 1), and assign 13% longer sentence lengths conditional on any sentence (Column
3) in the post Booker period.
Note that the lack of signicant dierence of Manne judges prior to Booker is not
due to sample size: 41% of the sample is before 2005. Note also that the results are
quantitatively similar whether we use the entire time frame (Columns 1-3) or restrict to
2004 and 2005 (Columns 4-6)only for the dierence between Manne judges and the
non-Manne judges (roughly 7 months greater severity in the post-Booker period). The
fact that the coecients on the post-Booker dummy are less stable is consistent with
unobserved changes in defendant characteristics over a long time horizon. Even though
the composition of defendants may have changed after Booker, the Manne judges are
randomly assigned, and so the Manne eect we estimate is orthogonal to unobserved
changes in defendant characteristics.
Figure 9 corroborates the three aforementioned interpretations: Manne and nonManne judges made similar decisions prior to Booker, dierences emerge immediately
upon Booker, and time series variation in sentencing decisions exists over the decade.
Our result echoes other ndings that interjudge sentencing disparities have doubled
since the Guidelines became advisory (Yang 2014).

The increase in disparities have

been attributed to dierential sentencing behavior associated with judge demographic
characteristics, with Democratic and female judges being more likely to exercise their
enhanced discretion after Booker. Accordingly, the right side of Figure 9 also controls
for available biographical characteristics and crime characteristics as dummy indicators.
The results appear hardly aected by these controls.

6 Conclusion
Our results can be summarized as follows. Circuit Judges who use law and economics
language, or attended the Manne Program, are more likely to vote for and to author
conservative verdicts in regulation and criminal cases. District Judges who attended
the Manne Law and Economics program render harsher sentences, particularly after

United States vs. Booker.
What is the source of conservative jurisprudence? Our results suggest that conservative judicial decisions are driven at least in part by the inuence of law and economics.
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Figure 9: Manne Law and Economics Attendance and Sentencing Decisions
Predictive Margins with 95% CIs

Linear Prediction
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Fiscal Year
manne=0

manne=1

Notes . Log of 1+ sentence length in days.
These results show the importance of ideology in judical decision-making.
This research opens the door to many new questions. In parallel work we are looking
at the impacts of originalist jurisprudence.

Another potentially important source of

conservative jurisprudence is textualism. Future work could try to score cases by how
much they tried to use the plain meaning (rather than the inferred intent) of laws.
Another fruitful avenue for future research is to more broadly analyze the impacts
of sources of legal thought. Just as law and economics is known to have a conservative
bias, so is Critical Legal Studies known to have a liberal bias.

One could use the

language and/or other features of judicial decisions to score judges and decisions by
their relation to various schools of legal thought and philosophy.
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A Additional Results
...

B Judge Quotations about Manne Program
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg complimented Manne:
Cheers to Henry, innovator and dean nonpareil. As a student in two of
his seminars, I can arm that the instruction was far more intense than the
Florida sun.

For lifting the veil on such mysteries as regression analyses,

and for advancing both learning and collegial relationships among federal
judges across the country, my enduring appreciation. (Letter from Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Supreme Court of the United States (Mar. 1, 1999))
the courses I attended helped to provide a principled basis for deciding
close cases. (Letter from Judge Paul R. Michel, U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit, to Henry N. Butler, Director, Law and Organizational
Economics Center, University of Kansas 1-2 (Feb. 25, 1999))
As a new judge, a principle concern for me was that I develop reasoned
criteria for deciding cases. While each judge must wrestle with what that
criteria should be, I found Henry's courses helped to provide me with a
sound theoretoical and rational structure for my decisions...
[I]n many cases, one need look no further than the letter of the law.
However, in those cases where the law is not clear, there is, consciously or
unconsciously, a proclivity to resolve the case in favor of the party with
whom you most identify or sympathize. To avoid succumbing to this pattern, it is essential to understand the economic and social impact of one's
decision...
[T]he courses gave to me a greater understanding of the potential eects
and foreseeable impact of imposing a duty or liability on a particular party
in a case. And with that understanding came an appreciation of the broader
impact that my decisions could have on other similarly situated parties. In
sum, the courses I attended helped to provide a principled basis for deciding
close cases. (Letter from Judge E. Grady Jolly, U.S. Court of Appeals for
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the Fifth Circuit, to Henry N. Butler, Director, Law and Organizational
Economics Center, University of Kansas 1-2 (Feb. 17, 1999))
The programs were intense.
Henry always chose places for classes that embodied the principles of
economic success. One need only to look out the window to see it all around.
One's eyes never wandered far as the teachers were always the epitome of
expertise. However, Henry, as truly economic, made it clear that he expected
one not to participate in the abundance that surrounded them until all the
classes were over and done with. (Letter from Judge Robert G. Doumar,
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, to Henry N. Butler,
Director, Law and Organizational Economics Center, University of Kansas
(Feb. 26, 1999))
Frankly, I did not expect such a concentrated agenda. I don't believe I
have ever attended a seminar that involved such intensive study and discussion. My wife, who accompanied me, commented, "I don't see any more of
you here than I do at home." Another compliment crune from one of my fellow judges who said, "I can't believe how much I have learned, but I'm glad
I didn't have to take this course in college." (Letter from Judge Thomas J.
Curran, U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, to Henry
N. Butler, Director, Law and Organizational Economics Center, University
of Kansas (Mar. 2, 1999))
Most importantly, from the perspective of criminal sentencing, is a self-identied social
progressive who was led to measure decisions through costs and benets, the potential
scope of impact outside of traditional economic topics but to areas of judicial discretion
more broadly, and the impact on non-conservatives:
I attended the rst of the law and economics programs Henry organized
for federal judges and what was learned was so worthwhile that I attended
two additional programs-this despite the fact that I regard myself as a social
progressive and all the economists in attendance, from my perspective, had
Neanderthal views on race and social policy.

The basic lesson I learned,

however, would have been forthcoming whatever the social outlook of the
economist and that is that social good comes at a price, a social and economic cost.

I had never thought that through before being exposed to
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Henry's teachings. While my views have not changed, the exposure to the
thinking and teaching of the economists in these programs has led me to
measure the cost of the social good being furthered against the gain to be
achieved. I suppose what was learned amounts to social responsibility and
required me to choose my priorities with greater care than before. (Letter
from Judge Robert L. Carter, U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, to Henry N. Butler, Director, Law and Organizational
Economics Center, University of Kansas 1-2 (Feb. 17, 1999))
While we are circumscribed by the parameters of existing statutes, regulations and case law, there is a wide area of decision entrusted to us where
the result can go either way, depending on how we view the evidence. That
area is called judicial discretion." This is the area that is most aected
by these seminars on economics conducted under Dr.

Manne's direction.

I have attended his seminars during the past ten years and am eager to
testify to their value. Indeed, I feel that, as a result of what I have learned
at these seminars, I have become a much better judge, hopefully rendering
more valuable and salutary decisions to this society.

(Letter from Judge

Anthony A. Alaimo, U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Georgia, to William E. Simon, President, The John M. Olin Foundation, Inc.,
2-3 (June 20, 1989))
There has been a feeling in some quarters that Henry and his LEC
colleagues were of a conservative persuasion.
that.

I am not inclined to deny

However, what has been taught has been professional economics of

the highest and most sophisticated caliber.

In any event, people of all

stripes have attended and greatly beneted. I recall my rst course when
the class wanted to express our gratitude on the nal day. The person who
rose to speak was Judge Hall from West Virginia, who was from the Fourth
Circuit. Without doubt he was a Democrat going back to New Deal days.
He was fervent in his appreciation of the LEC course. (Letter from Judge
Thomas P. Griesa, U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New
York, to Henry N. Butler, Director, Law and Organizational Economics
Center, University of Kansas 2 (Mar. 30, 1999))
Consistent with potential impact on judicial discretion, the Manne Judges eect appears
solely with the post-Booker period, after United States v. Booker loosened the formerly
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mandatory U.S. Sentencing Guidelines.
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